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Tickets, HOtels, Transportation
And Everything Nascar!
Experiencing a NASCAR race has never been faster or easier!
Let myRacetravel take care of all the details including tickets,
hotel accommodations, race day transportation, even
hospitality, pit passes and more! Booking a package with
myRacetravel means you can focus on having fun, not making
travel arrangements!
The Official Travel Package Provider
myRacetravel.com is the official travel package provider for Auto
Club Speedway, Darlington Raceway, Daytona International
Speedway, Chicagoland Speedway, Homestead-Miami
Speedway, Kansas Speedway, Martinsville Speedway, Michigan
International Speedway, Phoenix International Raceway,
Richmond International Raceway, Talladega Superspeedway,
and Watkins Glen International. With myRacetravel.com you can
be assured that the packages and tickets that you are purchasing
are guaranteed to be official tickets, direct from the track ticket
office. Your tickets are always authentic and will be delivered as
promised.
The myRacetravel.com Difference
We provide superior, customized, and first class guest
experiences at NASCAR races across the country. As a
customer of myRacetravel.com you will always be provided with
the ultimate customer service with our experienced staff before,
during, and after your race package. Our goal is for our fans to be
provided with the ultimate NASCAR experience and to become
frequent travelers as part of the myRacetravel.com family.
We offer our customers affordable, convenient, and above all,
unforgettable experiences. We look forward to earning your
business.
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2010 Shelby American
Held in one of the most lavish and exciting cities in the world,

Shelby American

millions of viewers to Las Vegas for its 3-day adrenaline-pumping

Track: Las Vegas Motor Speedway

the Shelby American welcomes an excess of 200,000 fans and
NASCAR Weekend. Consisting of several pre-race activities

including qualifying rounds and a parade down Las Vegas Boulevard, this Sin City showdown is only the beginning to one of the

most exhilarating weekends in the NASCAR Sprint Cup Season.
As the 3rd opportunity for new and veteran drivers to showcase
themselves and their cars in the chase for the coveted cup, the
Shelby American is one of the most anticipated and climactic

battles, in the 36 race Sprint Cup Season. Much of this anticipa-

tion is due to the drastic 2007 renovations, making the track both
steeper and faster. Previous winners include Kyle Busch (18),

Carl Edwards (99), Jimmie Johnson (48), and Matt Kenseth (17).
Famous for its cool evenings and hot racing, LVMS fans will also

enjoy the Sprint Pre-Race shows that have featured performances by top-notch entertainers such as the Blue Man Group and
Jason Michael Carroll.

But don’t ante up quite yet on who you think will win, the Shelby

When: February 28, 2010

Distance – 427 miles – 285 laps
Purse – $6,459,779

2009 Winner: Kyle Busch (18)
Additional information is available at:
www.lasvegasmotorspeedway.com.

Appropriate Attire
Weather… Averages – High 73 and Low of 39.

As is customary for every NASCAR race, the weather is often hit
or miss at the Shelby American. It is a good idea to pack clothes
that you can layer on top of one another such as light sweaters
and jackets.

Due to the fact that umbrellas are prohibited to enter the track,

we recommend that you pack a water-proof wind breaker or rain
coat in the occurrence of rain.

American has a long history of unpredictable outcomes. Although
the track is known to many as “The House of Rousch” for their

standing track record for wins, no driver has ever won the Sprint
Cup race at the Las Vegas International Speedway that has

started from the pole position. In fact, only three of 10 previous
race winners in Las Vegas have done so from a top-10 starting
position.

So prepare yourself for the race of a lifetime and the four words
that will mark the beginning of it all, “Gentlemen, Start Your
Engines!”

MyRacetravel Tip

Make sure to wear comfortable shoes. Las
Vegas is one of the largest tracks and it
will require a lot of walking to get from one
event to the next.
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Las Vegas Motor Speedway
Known as “The Diamond in the Desert,” the Las Vegas Mo-

Address: 7000 Las Vegas Blvd. N. Las Vegas, NV 89115

that Never Sleeps.” Responsible for springboarding the career

Seating Capacity: 142,000

tor Speedway couples the excitement of racing with “The City
of some of today’s premiere NASCAR drivers including Matt

Kenseth and Jimmie Johnson, this track has the reputation of being the most unpredictable for drivers and fans.

Built in 1995, the speedway is relatively new to the NASCAR

schedule, but has quickly become one of the most popular in the
Sprint Cup Season. As one of the most complete racing com-

Construction Costs: $200 million

Circuit Length: 1.5 miles – D-shaped Oval
Most Victories: Jimmie Johnson

Policies

Gate Policies

3/8ths mile oval track and a state-of-the-art drag racing facility. At

Guest will not be allowed to enter with umbrellas, coolers including food
or beverage (other than bottled water), folding chairs, glass containers,
etc. For a full list of prohibited items, please visit
www.lasvegasmotorspeedway.com. Be aware that all items brought into
the grandstand gate will be inspected.

Shelby American, as well as Nationwide and Truck Series events.

Seating Policy

plexes in the world, the Las Vegas Motor Speedway has over
1,600 acres featuring road courses, dirt and go-kart tracks, a

its heart is the 1.5 mile Las Vegas Motor Speedway, home of the

In 2007, the 1.5-mile tarmac track underwent extensive renova-

Standing in the seats, on the fence or in the stairwell areas is strictly prohibited. The facility asks that you please respect the other guests around
you and do not block their view of the event.

renovations included extreme 20-degree bankings and slick new

Reschedule Policy

tions to offer racing fans a faster and more complex track. These

signature attraction, The Neon Garage, located in the center of

In the event of a delay or postponement, all tickets will be honored by Las
Vegas Motor Speedwayv on the rescheduled race day, but no refunds
will be issued for tickets. myRacetravel.com, will provide transportation
on the rescheduled date for an additional cost of $20 per person. Hotel
accommodations will need to be rescheduled on your own. Your on-site
representatives would be more than happy to help you make other arrangements.

includes unique concession areas, live entertainment and the

Security

asphalt and generated one of the fastest races in the Speedway’s
10-year history.

Don’t forget to check out The Las Vegas Motor Speedway’s

the infield. Built in 2007, this multi-million dollar renovation project

Neon Garage offers race fans the ability to watch their favorite

In case of an emergency, illegal or inappropriate activity contact the Las
Vegas Motor Speedway Fan Assistance Hotline at (702) 632-8066 or
send a text to 73585. You should also contact your on-site representative.

bird’s-eye view.

First Aid

Winner’s Circle. Also referred to as “NASCAR’s Disneyland,” the
drivers and crews in action, face-to-face or sneak upstairs for a

While there is plenty to do inside the facility, The Las Vegas

Motor Speedway is just miles north of the “Infamous” Las Vegas

Strip. So whether you are looking for those cool nights or hot racing, the Las Vegas Motor Speedway offers limitless opportunities
for leisure and excitement.

Mobile medical teams will be patrolling the speedway ground. If you are
in need of medical assistance, contact a speedway representative and
give them the location (i.e., seat number and section) of the person in
need of medical attention.

Lost and Found

For lost items, visit the Las Vegas Motor Speedway Administrative Building or ask one of the Speedway Security Representatives during the
event.
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Schedule of Events
Friday, February 26
6 a.m.-6 p.m.
9 a.m. 		
11-11:50 a.m.
Noon-1:30 p.m.
1:40-3 p.m.
3:40 p.m.		
7 p.m.		

LVMS Credential Office open.
Neon Garage and Ticket Gates open.
NNS Sam’s Town 300 practice.
NSCS Shelby American practice.
NNS Sam’s Town 300 final practice.
NSCS Shelby American qualifying
(two laps, all positions).
Neon Garage closed

Saturday, February 27
6 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
8 a.m.		
9 a.m.		
10:40-11:20 a.m.
11:45-12:50 p.m.
1 p.m.		
		
11:30 p.m.
		
7 p.m. 		

LVMS Credential Office open.
Neon Garage and Ticket Gates open.
NNS Sam’s Town 300 qualifying (all positions).
NSCS Shelby American practice.
NSCS Shelby American final practice.
NNS driver introductions
(security will clear pit road).
NASCAR Nationwide Series Sam’s Town 300
(200 laps, 300 miles).
Neon Garage closed

Sunday, February 28

7 a.m.		
Neon Garage and Ticket Gates open.
7:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. LVMS Credential Office open.
8-9:30 a.m.
Speedway Children’s Charities Track Walk.
11:30 a.m.
NSCS driver introductions
		
(security will clear pit road).
12:00 p.m.
NASCAR Sprint Cup Series Shelby American
		
(285 laps, 427.5 miles).
7 p.m. 		
Neon Garage closed

**Schedule is subject to change**
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Las Vegas, Nevada

Although it has played a major role in motorsports, Las Vegas is also
known as “The City that Never Sleeps,” “Sin City,” and “The City of
Lights.” An ever-changing fantasy-land, Las Vegas has seen unbelievable
expansion since it emerged from the desert just over 100 years ago.
Now filled with the sights and sounds of the most glamorous, unique hotels in the world, five-star restaurants and expansive buffets, Las Vegas
welcomes over 39.2 million visitors each year. No matter what you’re
looking for – whether it be casinos, pools, shows or golf courses – you
will be dazzled with everything Vegas has to offer.
With the limitless possibilities for excitement and indulgence Las Vegas
has to offer, here are a few options along The Strip that you should check
out.

World-Class Buffets

If you are looking to eat somewhere that is all about the food, you should
check out one of Las Vegas’ all-you-can-eat buffets. Here are a couple in
the area that are worth mentioning.

Bellagio Buffet

Bellagio – 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Can’t agree on where to eat, tonight? Combining the freshest ingredients
and live-action cooking stations, you will get exactly what you’re looking
for in this all-you-can-eat smorgasbord. Choose from an amazing selection of Italian, Japanese, Chinese, Seafood and American cuisines.

MORE – The Buffet

Luxor Hotel & Casino – 7 a.m. 10 p.m.

There is nothing quite like MORE the buffet. Located on the lower level
of the Luxor, this all-you-can-eat features a massive 30-foot salad bar,
homemade pizza, two delectable carving stations and two tasty omelet
stations and specialties from around the world. No reservations necessary just come on in and start eating.

Cravings- The Ultimate Buffet Experience
The Mirage – 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Follow your nose to this contemporary village of savory world flavors.
This funky dining room celebrates the art of eating and you can too at
any of the 11 cooking stations and street full of tempting restaurants to
choose from. It is sure to satisfy just about any craving you’ve ever had.

Village Seafood Buffet

Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino – 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.

It’s all seafood, all-the-time for this all-you-can-eat experience. Featuring
selections such as lobster, snow crab legs, shrimp, fresh shucked oysters, sushi and more, you are guaranteed to find any seafood you want
hot or cold, stewed, grilled, fried or blackened.

The Buffet

Golden Nugget-7a.m.-10 p.m.

Fresh inventive choices, live cooking stations, and no portion limits.
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Dining Experience …

5 Star Experiences

NASCAR Café

Emeril’s New Orleans Fish House

If you are looking to go somewhere exciting or different, you want a
restaurant where it is all about the atmosphere. Check out some of the
following dining experience you are sure to love.

Sahara Hotel & Casino
Hours of Operation Depend on Season

Be sure to make a pit stop at the most exciting dining experience for race
fans in Las Vegas. The NASCAR Café offers the perfect setting after a
day at the track. Serving up all the American classics, the menu includes
hamburgers, steaks, chicken, ribs and pasta. Be sure to check out the
Carzilla Bar, the only place on Earth that serves your beer in a collector
Fuel Can.

ESPN Zone

New York – New York Hotel & Casino
11 a.m. – 12 a.m.

For all of you sports fanatics, you should really check out this all inclusive
sports paradise. Featuring giant 15 foot projection screen TVS, a great
menu with gigantic portions, an interactive gaming arena and unparalleled sports viewing experience, this is a great place to relax and have
fun.

Nine Fine Irishmen

New York – New York Hotel & Casino
11 a.m. – 11 p.m.

An authentic Irish pub inspired by the stories of nine Irishmen, this bar
features live entertainment, custom menu and hand-crafted interior. The
pub also boasts two levels of outdoor patio dining that will offer you the
perfect view of the spectacular Strip. Food and drink are at the heart of
the Nine Fine Irishmen experience, as demonstrated by their menu of
Irish favorites including Bangers & Mash, Fish & Chips and Irish Stew.

Over the past few years, Las Vegas has attracted some of the best
names in food to this destination offering up 5-star experiences. So if
you’re looking for a restaurant where its all about who you know or recognize on the door, check out a couple of these amazing dining rooms.

MGM Grand

Lunch is served 11:30 a.m.–2:00 p.m. Dinner from 5:30–10:30 p.m.
You’ve seen him on TV, you’ve probably seen his cookbooks, now sample
some of the signature dishes that put American’s most popular chef on
the map. With scallops from Maine, pike from the Midwest and chicken
from Alabama, Emeril’s serves a fresh and distinctive blend of Creole/
Cajun specialties.

Mesa Grill

Ceasars Palace

With a 20-foot rotisserie grill as the center-piece of the restaurant, the
menu combines delectable southwestern flavors with the slow-cooked
signature meats and sauces of celebrity chef Bobby Flay. Offering favorite
such as Bourbon-Ancho Chile Sauce, Sweet Potato Tamales and Chipotle Glazed Rib-eye, this menu offers you a great excuse to treat yourself
to an unforgettable meal.

Cat House

Luxor Resort & Casino

Designed by celebrity chef, Kerry Simon, CatHouse is a chic hybrid of a
relaxed, sexy restaurant and European ultra lounge. Completely unique,
this restaurant has been named as one of the world’s most exciting new
restaurants. The completely original menu features European and American classics with a twist including pigs in a duvet, lobster rolls and grilled
tuna nicoise.

Blondies Sports Bar & Grill at Miracle Mile Shops
Planet Hollywood Hotel & Casino – 9 a.m. – 2 a.m.

Filled with an energetic and attractive wait staff, this bar and grill servers
up a full breakfast and dinner menu of American classics surrounded by
35 plasma and big screen TVs.

MyRacetravel Tip

The food court at NY NY has a great variety for all type of budgets. Everything from
a slice of pizza to a fine steak is available.
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Attractions

Flamingo Wildlife Habitat

Flamingo Las Vegas – (702) 733-3111

Home to a flock of live Chilean Flamingos, this is a paradise oasis in the
midst of the Flamingo Las Vegas Resort. Amongst the sparkling waterfalls
and lush exotic foliage, you will also find swans, ducks, Koi and turtles.

Lion Habitat

MGM Grand Hotel And Casino – (702) 891-1111

The lion has been a part of the MGM heritage for many years, beginning with the legendary Leo, whose roars have welcomed generations of
moviegoers to epics of the silver screen. This one-of-a-kind lion habitat,
nestled in the heart of the MGM Grand, offers visitors a panoramic view
as these majestic creatures eat, play, sleep and groom themselves.

Shark Reef

Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino – (702) 632-7777

Be sure to visit this great undersea ocean experience complete with
sights, sounds and encounters. More than 2,000 animals representing
100 different species fill this 1.6 million gallon aquarium, and includes
sharks, rare golden crocodiles, moon jellies, giant rays and much more.
You will have an unforgettable experience at this exhibit. Open from 10
a.m. to 11 p.m.

Siegfried & Roy’s Secret Garden & Dolphin Habitat
Mirage – (702) 791-7188

See some of the rarest, most beautiful and exotic creatures on earth.
Complete with magical white lions and Atlantic bottlenose dolphins, watch
as these amazing and exotic creatures lounge under a canopy of tropical
foliage or dance across a shimmering lagoon. Unlock the mysteries of
nature as you explore this secret destination created just for these proud
animals and you. Open daily, 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Circus Acts!

Circus Circus Hotel & Casino- (702) 734-0410

Free to the public, this world-renowned live circus act performs ever hour
and a half for your enjoyment. Experience the world’s largest permanent
circus, highlighting the center stage of the Carnival Midway daily. Including juggling, contortion and the latest circus performances every day from
11 a.m. to midnight.

M&M World

Showcase Mall – (702) 736-7611

A four-story interactive shopping and retail complex, M&M World is a
great place to visit for chocolate lovers. Featuring thousands of original
M&M’s brand merchandise and a free 3-D movie titled, “I LOST MY M in
VEGAS,” this monument is the perfect family excursion. Open 9 a.m. to
midnight, come anytime and indulge your younger self.

The Sirens of Ti

Treasure Island – (702) 894-7111

As you’re walking along the Strip be sure to stop by Siren’s Cove outside
of Treasure Island for their mesmerizing Sirens of TI show. Beginning in
a 17th century clash between beautiful sirens and renegade pirates, this
powerful act transforms into a 21st century party with amazing music,
dance and excitement. Performance begin at 5:30 p.m. and run every
hour and a half until 10 p.m., weather permitting.

Volcano at the Mirage

Mirage – (702) 791-7111

The volcano at the Mirage has been a Las Vegas signature attraction
since the resort opened in 1989, mesmerizing spectators with its thunderous display. The volcano, situated on three water-covered acres, is 54
feet high and circulates 119,000 gallons of water per minute, erupting 100
feet of fire every thirty minutes from 7 p.m. to midnight.
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Thrill Rides/Roller Coasters

Historic Vegas

Circus Circus Hotel – (702) 794-3912

Circus, Circus and The Stratosphere

Adventuredome Theme Park

If you’re looking for the excitement of the wind in your hair try one of
the Adventuredome’s exhilarating water ride. Wet, wild and wacky, this
theme park has mountains of thrills under its dome, including the Canyon
Blaster, a double-loop and double-corkscrew roller coaster, Chaos, the
ultra-thrill whirl ride, the Inverter featuring endless flipping at mind-blowing
speeds and Rim Runner, an indoor water ride including a furious 60 foot
waterfall. Call for hours of operation.

Las Vegas Mini Grand Prix

1401 N. Rainbow Blvd – (702) 259-7000

Are you ready to get behind the wheel of your own Grand Prix Car in
the race for the Sprint title? Visit the Las Vegas Mini Grand Prix where
you can enjoy any of its four state-of-the-art tracks including its very own
Sprint Kart Speedway. This family center also features roller coasters, fun
slides, a full interactive arcade and refreshments. So take a day to get
behind your own Gran Prix Car and burn some rubber.

NASCAR Entertainment Center
Sahara Hotel & Casino

Race fans and those with maybe a little need for speed will feel right at
home at the world famous NASCAR Café Las Vegas Entertainment Center. Putting you right in the driver’s seat of your favorite drivers, the Las
Vegas Cyber Speedway provides the most heart pounding and realistic
simulated race car driving experience in the world. But if that doesn’t offer
enough horsepower for you check out – SPEED – the hottest and most
adventurous thrill ride in Las Vegas.

Stratosphere

Stratosphere Casino Hotel and Tower

Are you ready to go over the edge? Soar more than 100 floors above the
Stratosphere Las Vegas Hotel & Casino and enjoy panoramic views of
the shimmering Vegas Strip and nearby valley. Jutting 1,149 feet into the
Vegas skyline, the Stratosphere Tower is the tallest observation tower
in the U.S. and one of the most exciting attractions among Vegas Strip
hotels. Try one of the three extreme thrill rides offered at the top – The
Big Shot, the X Scream and Insanity.

Nickel Slots

Who says thrifty and gambling don’t mesh? Many casinos along the Strip
still have these budget slots where a little pocket change can lead to a big
payout.

Viva Vision

Fremont Street – Just moments from The Strip.

The crown jewel of the Fremont Street Experience, you can’t miss this
$17 million project using live video and large-than-life animations. Vision
begins at dusk and can be viewed from almost anywhere along the
5-block pedestrian promenade.

Jubilee!

Bally’s Las Vegas – (702) 739-4111

Over 20 year’s old, this classic show features topless showgirls in elaborate costumes performing over-the-top dance routines. Audiences never
think of the Can-Can the same way again after the “Best Showgirls” in
town show ‘em how it’s done.
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Nightlife
Ghost Bar –

Palms Casino Resort - 702-942-6832

Perched atop the Palms, this trendy bar boasts retro-inspired styling and
incredible views of the Strip. A cantilevered outdoor deck has even more
immediate views; and if you’re game, a Plexiglas square in the patio lets
you peer down at the pool, some 400 fear-inducing feet below. Extremely
exclusive this bar is a popular hotspot for celebrities and can be difficult
to get into.

Coyote Ugly Bar and Dance Saloon

New York – New York Hotel & Casino – (702) 740-6969

Bringing you beautiful bartenders and out-of-control atmosphere since
1993, this Las Vegas hot spot features dancing, singing and general
mayhem. Featured as the setting of the 2000 box-office hit “Coyote Ugly,”
this amazing western-themed bar offers great drinks, eats and entertainment – You won’t want to leave.

LAX

Luxor Hotel & Casino – (888) 777-0188

This hot two-level pure party space is the destination spot for young club
goers, A-list celebrities and social jet setters. Featuring extraordinairy DJs
such as DJ AM and Vice, LAX combines its great atmosphere with the
convenience of having the Noir Bar and Company American Bistro next
door, completing your nightlife experience in one location.

House of Blues

Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino – (702) 632-7600

You’ve probably seen them before, but never quite like this. The legendary House of Blues at the Mandalay Bay plays host to an eclectic mix
of live music and entertainment. Featuring a menu of Southern Homecooked specialties including Creole Jambalaya, Tennessee-style Baby
Back Ribs and gumbo, it’s guaranteed to be a finger licking experience.

Playboy Club

Palms Casino Resort – (702) 942-6832

Introducing the world’s only Playboy Club, the newest addition to the
Palms Casino Resort. Reminiscent of the past, this hot spot brings beautiful girls, classy nightlife and great cocktails together in one spot. So take
a minute to stop by and meet the bunnies at the dramatic Diamond Bar,
grab a drink and take a load off in the lap of luxury.

Studio 54

MGM Grand Hotel and Casino – (702) 891-7254

Try this blast from the past. Featuring state-of-the-art sound, video and
lighting, live dancers and chart-topping dance music, Studio 54 will
transport you back to a modern interpretation of the ‘70s classic celebrity
scene. Featuring four dance floors and bars, an exclusive area on the
second floor for invited guests and several semi-private lounges, you will
love this step back in time.

Whiskey Bar

Green Valley Ranch Resort & Spa – (702) 617-7560

If you looking for your friends, Jack, Jim or George, you will find them at
the bar of this wood-paneled, ‘70s-esque lounge located at the classic
Green Valley Ranch Resort & Spa. Just moments from The Strip, this
social haven, allows you to experience the city that never sleeps without
having to venture out on the overly crowded Strip. So step back and
enjoy the live music, dance floor and great drinks this ultra-hip dive has
to offer.
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Gambling Tips

When in Vegas you are surrounded by the world’s best gambling facilities, whether you’re a pro or newcomer to the table, here are a few tips
from the best to bring your poker face.

Black Jack

Blackjack is one of the most popular casino card games in the world. As a
Las Vegas classic, casinos will be brimming with countless tables for you
to try your luck at. Here are a few pointers to help you start out.
Tip #1: Never split on 10s, but always split on Aces and 8s, regard		
less of the dealer’s card.
Tip #2: Never take insurance, unless you are counting cards.
Tip #3: If the dealer’s card is less than a 6, stand on anything 		
from 13-16.
Tip #4: If the dealer’s card is 10, you should always hit on 17 or less.

Poker

Whether you enjoy Video poker, Texas Hold ‘em or five-card draw, statistics show that the number one mistake beginner poker players make is
playing far too many hands. So before you ante up, here are a few tips to
help you bring home the money.

Craps

Often people find craps intimidating and loud, but here are a few pointers
to get you started.
Place a bet in the Pass Line section of the board after the hockey puck is
switched to OFF by the dealer. The shooter (the one rolling the dice) will
then make a “come-out roll” (the first roll for the shooter). If they get a 7
or 11, you win and your chips double. If they roll a 2,3, or 12 you lose and
your chips are taken. If they roll a 4,5,6,8,9 or 10, then you enter the Point
Round. The shooter then tries to roll the same number again, before rolling a seven. If this is accomplished, you win. The dice then rotate to the
next player.

Roulette

Place your chips on the table on either a single number, multiple numbers, Red/Black, Even/Odd, High/Low or bet on an entire row of numbers.
The payout is equal to the odds, so if you make a straight up bet on a
single number the probability that you’ll win is 1:38 and the payout is
36:1. Due to the double 00s, the house takes some of the win, decreasing the payout. It’s really a game of luck. The best strategy is to play for a
big win and leave with your loot.

Tip #1: Fold if you have a bad hand. I know this sounds crazy, but many
players stay in the game when they know their hand is bad, just to be a
part of the action. In poker, playing more does not mean winning more.
Tip #2: Don’t bluff, just to prove you can. It’s great to bluff every once in a
while, but it only works in certain circumstances with certain players. You
could potential lose a lot of chips in a bluff.
Tip #3: Pick a table that has a betting maximum or limit that is in your skill
level. If you are just beginning try, tables with $2 antes to begin with. As
the table’s values increase, so will the skill level of the other players.

Slots

Slots are one of the icons Las Vegas is best known for. With a few
hundred thousand slots along the Strip, you’re sure to find a favorite.
These one-armed bandits are a lot of fun to play but be sure to choose a
machine that is comfortably in your bankroll and will allow you to play for
a long time.
Many think that the longer you play on a single machine, the better your
chances are of winning. While this may or may not be statistically true,
thousands of people believe it. Some say to only continue to play a slot
if it wins on an average of every 3 to 4 pulls. This will ensure that you are
remaining even until the big Jackpot hits.
And if you are looking to try something new, here are a few games you
may not know the rules to and some tips to make you a winner.

** These are general gaming tips. Gamble at your own risk and myRacetravel is not responsible for results. Gamblers Anonymus can be reached
at 888.424.3577 **
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Motorcoach Rules and Regulations

myRacetravel will provide you with race day transportation, but
please be mindful of the following motorcoach rules and regulations.
• Motorcoaches will depart precisely at the scheduled time.
• You MUST be wearing your credentials in order to board the race
day transportation.
• Motorcoaches will remain parked in the same location for the
entire day.
• Alcohol is not permitted on the motorcoach.
• If the race is called due to rain, the motorcoach will depart one
hour after the race is officially cancelled.
• myRacetravel will not tolerate excessive intoxication and/
or unruly behavior. It is vital for the safety of our clients, staff and
drivers. We reserve the right to remove passengers from the
motorcoach at any time.
Although we do offer you race day transportation, neither we nor the
hotels offer transportation to or from the airport. There are various
services throughout the city that can help you get to your destination.

Rental Car

McCarran International Airport

If you are interested in renting a car for the weekend, we recommend you
contact Enterprise Rent-A-Car at the airport of your choice to reserve a
vehicle, as soon as possible. Call 800- RENTACAR Or visit their website
at www.enterprise.com.

Monorail and Trams

Navigate the LV Strip with the help of these monorails that run between
Sahara,MGM Grand, Bellagio,Monte Carlo, Mirage, and Mandalay Bay.

Las Vegas Monorail
(866) 466-6672

While others are sitting in traffic; you’ll be cruising on The Las Vegas
Monorail. This state-of-the-art, air-conditioned monorail has seven stations on the east side of the strip including Sahara, the MGM Grand, Harrah’s and Ceasar’s Palace. Please call 702-699-8200 or visit lvmonorail.
com

Las Vegas Strip Trolley

(702) 382-1404 – 8:30 a.m. to 12 a.m.

Airport Transportation

Airport shuttles operate 7 days a week and are located outside of baggage claim. The following services are available:

The nostalgic enclosed trolley runs every 20-30 minutes from locations
such as the Stratosphere, Tropicana, New York-New York, Riviera, MGM
Grand and The Mirage. A one way ticket is $2.50 a person, exact change
is required.

Bell Trans

(800) 274-7433

Gray Line

(800) 559-9522

Taxi Cabs

Taxi Cabs will also be available outside of the baggage claim area.
Cab Company – (702) 736-8383
Lucky Cab Co. – (702) 477-7555
Deluxe Taxicab Services – (702) 567-9102

MyRacetravel Tip

There is no need to rent a car for your
entire stay. Each hotel has an onsite facilty
should you need a car for a draytip to the
Grand Canyon, Hoover Dam, etc.

Shelby American

2.28.10

Las Vegas Motor Speedway - Las Vegas, Nevada

Shelby American

2.28.10

Las Vegas Motor Speedway - Las Vegas, Nevada
Las Vegas Motor
Speedway

Las Vegas, Nevada
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